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Workshop 
“Stimulating Personal Development and Knowledge Sharing” 
30 October 2008 Thursday 
Hall “Ruen”
PROGRAMME
14:00 – 14:10 Opening
Moderator: assoc. prof. Krassen Stefanov, SU "St. Kliment Ohridski"
14:10 – 14:30 Providing Social Sharing Functionalities in LearnWeb2.0,
 Ivana Marenzi, Sergej Zerr, Wolfgang Nejdl
14:30 – 14:50 A conceptual framework for the integration of the 2.0 Web Tools in Lifelong Learning 
Scenarios 
M. Pérez-Sanagustín, P. Santos, A. Moghnieh, D. Hernández-Leo, J. Blat
14:50 – 15:10 An Analysis of Unreliability of Competence Information in Learning Networks and the First 
Exploration of a Possible Technical Solution
Yongwu Miao, Peter Sloep, Hans Hummel, and Rob Koper
15:10-15:30 Using Widgets to Provide Portable Services for IMS Learning Design
Paul Sharples, David Griffiths, Scott Wilson
15:30-15:50 Personal Transparency and self-analytic tools for online Habits
Mark Johnson, David Sherlock 
15:50 – 16:10 Coffee break
16:10 – 16.30 The future of learning designs: Making them useful and useable for teachers and learners 
Sue Bennett
16.30 – 16.50 Patterns for Active E-learning in CMS Environments
 Atanas Radenski
16:50 – 17.10 ICT Teacher training Ontologies
Jeffrey Earp EPIQ-Electronic Assembly TENCompetence Business  demonstrator
17:10 – 17:30 Developing the Personal Competence Manager Evaluation Work: ‘EPIQ Business 
Demonstrator
Elena Shoikova, Vladislav Denishev, Peter Vassilev, Radoslav Milanov
17:30 – 17.50 A Model for European e-Competence Framework Development in a University Environment
Roumen Nikolov 
17:50 -18:00 Closing of the workshop’s 1st day
18:00 - 19:00 WHO SET THE STANDARDS FOR HIGH QUALITY EDUCATION IN UNIVERSITIES
Session leading by prof. dr. Ivan Ilchev, Rector of Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski
19:00 Cocktail
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Workshop 
“Stimulating Personal Development and Knowledge Sharing” 
31 October 2008 Thursday 
Hall “Ruen”
PROGRAMME
09:10 – 09:30 A formal approach to adaptive content delivery
Dessislava Vassileva
09:30 – 09.50 Optimizing SQL Query Processing
 Dessislava Petrova   
09.50 – 10.10 Software Services for Social Network tools implementation
Alexander Dimov
10:10 – 10.30 Knowledge Sharing services in LearnWeb 2.0
Alesandar Grigorov
10.30 – 10.50 The effect of adaptive learning style models, modes and controls on learning 
achievements
Danail Bozhilov, Krassen Stefanov and Slavi Stoyanov
11:00- 11:30 Coffee break
11.30 –11.50 Functional and non-functional requirements for building Service-oriented 
assessment model
Adelina Aleksieva-Petrova, Milen Petrov
11.50 –12.10 Three view model of e-portfolio assessment system
Milen Petrov, Adelina Aleksieva-Petrova
12.10 - 12:30  Characteristics of user requirements for human information interaction in learning 
environments 
Ayman Moghnieh, Josep Blat
13:00 Closing
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